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Snowmobile safari in Svalbard 
DAY 01  LONGYEARBYEN-BARENTSBURG

Arrival in Longyearbyen with a daily flight. Meeting
with the guides and transfer to the departure base.
Briefing of the tour, safety and driving instructions,
assembly and packing of the equipment and finally
departure by snowmobile to Barentsburg.
Dinner in the hotel restaurant and overnight.
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DAY 02  BARENTSBURG

After breakfast in the hotel, departure for the whole
day aboard our snowmobile.
Today we will follow the true pioneers and explorers
Arctic path. We will cross frozen glacial lakes to reach
the Isfjord Radio Station, a former coastal and weather
radio station on Cape Linné; then we will visit the
Starostin refuge, a place with a special atmosphere
that takes its name from a legendary Russian trapper
Ivan Starostin.
Warm lunch and then return to Barentsburgfor a 
 guided tour: you will be told about the history of
Willem Barents and the traditions of the locals.
We will have a tasting of Red Bear beer, locally
brewed with water from the Stemme glacial lake
located on the other side of the fjord.
Free dinner.
Overnight at the hotel in Barentsburg.

DAY 03  BARENTSBURG-LONGYEARBYEN

Breakfast at the hotel and free time during the
morning.
After lunch in a restaurant, departure for
Longyearbyen passing through stretches that offer
suggestive atmospheres and breathtaking views.
In Longyearbyen we will take a guided tour of the
Svalbard University Center, the Lutheran church, the
coal miner monument in the city center and many other
fascinating places.
Free dinner and overnight on board.



DAY 05  PYRAMIDEN-LONGYEARBYEN

If we will have enough time, after breakfast, our
guides will offer a short snowmobile trips around
Pyramiden so that you can enjoy its specific wilderness
and incredible beauty.
Then departure for Longyearbyen through spectacular
landscapes, hoping to see some white bear.
Lunch along the way.
Arrive in Longyearbyen in the evening.
Free dinner.

Snowmobile safari in Svalbard
DAY 04  LONGYEARBYEN-PYRAMIDEN

After breakfast, departure for Pyramiden. Along the
way we will see magnificent natural landscapes with
mountains, valleys and, of course, one of the
archipelago's most massive glaciers, the Nordenskiöld.
We will arrive in Pyramiden after lunch. Here we will
take a guided tour of Pyramiden, including a visit to the
buildings.
Dinner in the hotel restaurant and overnight.

*****

ATTENTION

Arrival in Longyerabyen the day before departure and
return the day after the tour ends.

Depending on flight availability, it may take 2 days to
arrive on Svalbard and for the return flight.

*****
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Snowmobile safari in Svalbard
OPTIONAL EXTENSIONS
(TO BE REQUESTED AT BOOKING)

Visit of Oslo (2 days)
A tour to taste the best of this beautiful city: guided
tour of the main attractions, visit to the
Vigelandsparken Sculpture Park, navigation on the
fjords, aperitif in an ice bar completely created and
furnished with ice, a sauna to restore the body, lunch
in a local market, overnight at the hotel.
€ 347 per person in double room.

OPTIONAL EXCURTIONS
(TO BE REQUESTED AT BOOKING)

Visit to the Barentsburg mine (day 2)

Dog sledding in Barentsburg (day 3)

It is the only visitable coal mine in the world that is still
operational. You can see the cooperation between man
and nature and the mechanisms for entering the depth
of the soil. The tour is led by a real miner.
€ 47 per person.

This husky center is home to almost all Arctic sled dog
breeds. You can try to lead a pack of Arctic dogs like a
real musher along the shore of Grønfjorden and take in
one of the most spectacular views around.
€ 87 per person.
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Snowmobile safari in Svalbard

TOUR PRICE

Snowmobile pilot: 2.890 €
Snowmobile pilot + passenger: 2.640 €
Extra charge for accommodation in single rooms in Barentsburg e Pyramiden: 270 € 

PER PERSON IN DOUBLE ROOM

THE PRICE INCLUDES

Transfer from / to the airport or accommodation in Longyearbyen
Snowmobile tour with a local English or French speaking guide
2 nights in a hotel in Barentsburg including breakfast
1 night in a guesthouse in Longyearbyen including breakfast
1 night in hotel in Pyramiden including breakfast
5 lunches (set meal in the restaurant or lunch in the field during the snowmobile trip)
2 dinners in the restaurant
Beer tasting
3 guided tours around the settlements
Snowmobile trip to Isfjord Radio Station and Starostin Refuge
Snowmobile and equipment rental
Fuel
Rental of winter suits, boots, gloves and helmet
Insurance covering search and rescue
Emergency evacuation costs

THE PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDE

Registration fee (25 €)
Flight to / from Longyearbyen, related airport taxes, fuel surcharge and extra baggage
(rates subject to confirmation at time of booking)
Tourist taxes, if requested locally
1 à la carte dinner in Barentsburg
2 à la carte dinners in Longyearbyen
Drinks with meals
Alcoholic beverages, personal expenses, tips and extras in general
Medical and luggage insurance (mandatory)
Trip cancellation insurance (3.5% of the total trip)
Annual "Sci plus" insurance with cancellation (120.5 €) or similar (to be rated)
Anything not expressly indicated in "The price includes"
Overnight in Longyearbyen the day before departure and the last day (quotation on
request)
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Snowmobile safari in Svalbard

REQUIREMENTS

Passport with residual validity of at least 6 months on the date of exit from the country
envisaged
Minimum age: 18 years
Maximum weight on a snowmobile (1 or 2 persons): 180 kg
Driving a snowmobile is strongly not recommended for people who have suffered trauma
to the spine and central nervous system

ANTI COVID-19 REGULATION

For the security of our customers, we rely on partners who have implemented all the security
measures required by anti-covid regulations.
In particular, for this trip, all the equipment provided is personal and is sanitized before, during
and after the tour; the guides are trained in the control and prevention of the spread of
viruses.
Furthermore, each member of the group is required to comply with all the hygiene and
distance rules prescribed by the anti-Covid regulations (distance of 1 meter, mask, hand
sanitization, ...)
People with flu or fever will not be allowed to leave.
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ARE  YOU  LOOKING

FORWARD  TO  LEAVE?

For information and booking
info@7rtravel .com

Mob. +39 349 2701273
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